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The Business of Burying
How Mount Pleasant Group of Cemeteries brings life
to the death care industry

Joe Belviso stands in front of a mosaic of Leonardo da Vinci's The Last Supper inside Prospect Cemetery’s newly constructed Mausoleum of the Sacred Souls
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t’s been said time and time again that the key to running a successful business is to love what you do. But when your business
is death, when your nine-to-five is spent planning for the
inevitable end of an individual’s days, when you never attend a
client meeting without a box of tissues and your office overlooks
a cemetery—strike that, when your office is a cemetery, how do
you get through the morning, let alone get up the next day and
do it all again?
“It’s definitely a bit weird when you think about it,” says Joe
Belviso, pre-planning advisor at Toronto’s Prospect Cemetery on
St. Clair Avenue West. “Nobody ever wants to talk about death,
except when I’m at a party for some reason.” Belviso’s job involves
working closely with families who want to take care of their own
burial/cremation/internment arrangements rather than leaving it
up to others to arrange on their behalf after they have passed away.
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“Working in this industry can be depressing and it can be exhausting. You sometimes ask yourself ‘why am I doing this?’” says
Belviso, whose affable and outgoing personality is a surprise to find
in an industry such as this.“But you also have to look at the bright
side.We’re able to help people in a real time of need.”
Prospect Cemetery is part of Mount Pleasant Group of
Cemeteries (MPGC)—the GTA’s ever-expanding not-for-profit,
non-share capital corporation which has ten cemeteries including
Beechwood (where Belviso also works), Duffin Meadows, Elgin
Mills, Meadowvale, Mount Pleasant, Pine Hills and the Toronto
Necropolis. All told, Mount Pleasant Cemetery Group properties
make up about 1000 acres in the GTA.Think 900 football fields,
with fewer fun and games.
Mount Pleasant Group of Cemeteries’ history is tied closely to the
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city’s and to the immigrant community that
helped build it.According to MPGC, in the
early 19th century, the Anglican and
Roman Catholic churches operated the
only two cemeteries in town. These were
closed to many new immigrants, who were
of neither faith. In addition, even though
the local population numbered less than
2,000 in the 1820s, the lack of cemetery
facilities became critical, partly because of
the rapid growth of the community and
partly because such diseases as cholera,
smallpox, scarlet fever and tuberculosis were
rampant.
Community leaders resolved to remedy the
situation by finding the land to develop a
non-sectarian cemetery. On January 30,
1826, a plot of land was purchased at what
is today the northwest corner of Yonge and
Bloor streets. This first cemetery open for
the use of everyone, no matter what religion or class, was named the York General
Burying Ground and would later be known
as Potter’s Field. Soon after, other sites were
purchased as the demand continued to
grow as fast as the city’s multicultural and
multi-faith population.
Mount Pleasant, the best-known and, at 205
acres, the largest of all of the company’s
cemeteries, opened in 1876, while Belviso’s
Prospect Cemetery opened in 1890 to serve
the city’s west end.
For Belviso, the youngest of five children
who were born and raised in Toronto by
Italian-born parents, it didn’t seem odd to
want to work in a cemetery—even at the age
of 17. “I got my first cemetery-type job at
the Lynett Funeral Home [on Dundas Street
West]. Our family had dealt with them before and I heard they
were looking for students to help out at night and on weekends.”
The owner, Frank Lynett, hired him on the spot and Belviso was
quickly thrust into a new world. “When someone passed away, it
was my job to pick them up from the hospital and bring them to
the funeral home,” he recalls. “I’ll never forget my first day. I
walked into the morgue at St. Joseph’s Hospital and I saw these
toes sticking up and I thought, ‘Oh, God.’ I must have turned
every shade of white.” But he got through that first day and
Belviso stayed at the Lynett Funeral Home for the next ten years
until an opportunity with MPGC presented itself.

But with hundreds of people buried, entombed or cremated every
year by MPGC, the company clearly has few problems attracting
clientele. In fact, quite often throughout the company’s history, it’s
been a challenge just to keep up with demand. Lately, however,
more cemetery companies have been coming onto the scene, says
Rick Cowan, assistant vice president of marketing and communications for MPGC. “There’s been a demographic shift with the
aging Baby Boomer population, and it makes this industry a little
more competitive than it may have been 15 years ago.”

Did you know?
Mount Pleasant Cemetery is the final
resting place of many prominent Canadians,
including former prime minister William
Lyon Mackenzie King, Canada’s first female
surgeon Jennie Smillie-Robinson, Timothy
Eaton and pianist Glenn Gould.
So just how does MPGC continue to attract customers year after
year? After all, death care, as it’s often called, is a sensitive product
to sell. Burials, cremations, mausoleums, tombs... How do you
even begin to advertise such things? Although in one way the
business is an easy pitch—everyone will need what Mount
Pleasant Group of Cemeteries is selling at some point—it’s the fact
that few people want to talk about death care that makes it so challenging to market. So where to start? Like any business, by identifying your market.
There are two major kinds of consumers that cemeteries deal
with, says Cowan—at-need and pre-need—and they must be
marketed to in very different ways. MPGC works to stay away
from actively advertising or promoting their business with an atneed focus (families who have recently suffered a death in the
family and need a cemetery’s services ASAP). Instead, says Cowan,
the company focuses on marketing pre-planning services, the type
which Belviso sells.
There are many services that can be arranged through pre-planning: the cemetery lot location; casket or cremation urn type;
vault or sectional crypt; type of service (religious, military, fraternal); which funeral home to use, as well as choosing pallbearers,
music, flowers and readings for the service. Many of these items
can also be paid for in advance.
But how does MPGC spread the word about these services?
While it’s not exactly a stereo sale they’re advertising, Mount
Pleasant Group of Cemeteries’ mass marketing is quite typical of
any business and includes local community newspaper advertis| Summer 2008
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Although he has been in the industry for nearly two decades,
Belviso understands how the outside world views his profession:
“A lot of people are terrified.They won’t even come in the front
gates. Men are usually worse for that. They’ll be so stiff when I

shake their hand.That’s when I start joking. I tell them ‘nobody’s
going to pop up and if they do, well, then you better run,’” laughs
Belviso. “The jokes help. When people come to Prospect, I want
them to forget that they’re in a cemetery. It’s hard to get them
here in the first place.”

For the past six or seven years, MPGC also used
more interactive strategies such as hosting events
like Mother’s Day tributes and pumpkin carving
parties (which include hot dogs and pop for the
kids) to attract people to their cemeteries and to
take the mystery and the fear out of their business.

“When people come to Prospect,
I want them to forget that they’re
in a cemetery. It’s hard to get
them here in the first place.

”
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ing, direct mail to individual residences and advertising in the
Yellow Pages. Sometimes, MPGC’s ads even try to make you laugh.
One particular newspaper ad for pre-planning starts with a heading that reads: “We know death is a heavy subject. But with bunnies, butterflies and sunsets, we’ve made it easier to deal with.”
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Perhaps the most interesting marketing challenge
involves the many cultures in the GTA that
Mount Pleasant Group of Cemeteries has to keep
in mind.“With regards to the Italian community,
we understand that culturally, there’s a preference
for entombment and mausolea primarily, as
opposed to traditional land burial or cremation,”
says Cowan. “We have to communicate to those
groups a little differently. We have mausolea and
we have inventory available. That’s the message
that we share with them. We do that with direct
mail efforts or radio advertising in the local community and we have used television, all in ethnic
media outlets.
“You have to look at each area that you operate in
and understand who is the target group, what
needs do they have and what product offerings do
you have that best meet those needs. For Prospect
in particular, it’s in the heart of an Italian community and we know the mausoleum is a very large
focal point for them, so it’s a bit easier for us to
focus our attention. But it’s a challenge.You can’t
be everything to everyone.”

Aside from the heritage base (family who have relatives buried in
the cemetery will often want to be buried in the same location),
one of the largest drivers in a consumer’s purchase decision for a
cemetery is location.“Is it convenient? Is it in the consumer’s local

community? That’s the largest draw,” says Cowan. “It’s a lot of
referral as well,” says Belviso. “When you make these kinds of
arrangements, you’ll always remember who helped you.”
Some of the biggest challenges of the cemetery industry, however, lie not in the areas of sensitivity with regard to culture or marketing but in the long-term viability of the enterprise. For example, a company that sells widgets may have to expand to other
locations, adapt advertising strategies to remain current, expand a
product line to fill a void in the market, or even invent new technology to stay abreast of popular trends.
Though a cemetery has much in common with the business of
widget-selling, there are several important differences: while a
widget store owner may sell his location to an interested buyer
from the doohicky industry, a cemetery is always a cemetery and
is never re-tooled or re-packaged for some other purpose.
Secondly, while enough widgets and doohickies can always be
produced to meet consumer demand, some cemetery services,
such as burial plots, cannot. So what is a cemetery to do?
“Even if we run out of land, the cemetery would never be closed
entirely,” says Belviso. “We would still have some burials taking
place, cremated remains to deal with and the mausoleum. But to
have actual land to sell, well, we don’t know when we’ll run out,
but we will eventually. Even still, there will be plenty of activity
here, the biggest being the care and maintenance of the cemetery.” And this maintenance must continue, by law, forever.
It seems an impossible concept, but the idea of cemeteries having
to set aside money to fund the ongoing perpetual care of their
properties became a legal requirement in Ontario’s Cemeteries Act
of 1955. Under the law of “care and maintenance trust funds”
every cemetery in Ontario must keep an endowment fund that
allows for the maintenance of the cemetery. Interestingly, says
Cowan, MPGC implemented its own form of care and maintenance in the late 1880s, long before it was deemed mandatory.

With such regulations on the books, it makes sense then that a
large part of what customers spend when they buy a gravesite or
tomb helps keep the cemetery in good condition for, well, forever. “Care and maintenance on the purchase of an adult single
grave ground burial is around 40 percent of the cost,” says Belviso.
“For example, if your grave costs $5000, 40 percent of that goes
into a care and maintenance fund, and 20 percent for the mausoleum.”
In order to combat the problem which all cemeteries have to
face—the reality of eventually becoming full—cemeteries like
those under the MPGC umbrella often need to expand not only
the land that they own but the types of services that they provide.
Mount Pleasant Group of Cemeteries isn’t only in the business
of burying. While cemeteries, by current law, cannot operate as
funeral homes, they are permitted to provide visitation, chapel
and reception services, all of which have traditionally been handled by a funeral home. In a successful effort to branch out,
MPGC has established three visitation centres located at Pine
Hills,York and Elgin Mills cemeteries and is currently constructing its fourth at Mount Pleasant. MPGC can also refer families to
its sister company,The Simple Alternative, which facilitates both
traditional and unique funeral arrangements.
Apart from taking on a business that has to last forever in some
way, shape or form, overall the emotional challenges are still some
of the hardest aspects of the job, says Belviso. “It does get emotional because it’s sad. But you have to see the bright side and you
have to tell the families that they are doing the right thing by preplanning, even if some of them fight it.‘Just bury me in the backyard.’ I hear that all the time.”
There’s also the mixed feelings that come with being successful in
the death care industry, says Belviso with a smile. “We’re really
busy. And when you hear that about the cemetery business, you
wonder if that’s a good thing.”
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